
Facets 3.66.0 October 2009 Updates 

Enhancements  

Bias/interaction significance: 
Institute Welch (more conservative) version of 
Student’s t-test for joint S.E.s 

 
Facets Analysis window launches “normal” size, 
not maximized 

 
Help displayed by pressing F1  

 

Input data files: R statistics format, .rda and 
.rdata, supported (along with Excel, SPSS, Stata, 
SAS) 

 
Input data files: number of blank lines in data file 
reported. Use “Edit menu”, “Edit data” to see 
them 

Number of blank data lines (Edit Data=)  = 1 

Analysis time reported on Facets Analysis screen Analyzed in time of  0: 0: 3 

Table 6: Subset reporting options for reporting in 
Table 6 with Subsets= 

Subset detection = 
No or Bypass 

do not detect subsets 

Subset detection = 
Report 

detect subsets and always show details in Table 
6. and Table 7 

Subset detection = 
Yes (the default) 

detect subsets, but do not show details in Table 
6 unless checked in the Table 6 dialog box 

Show details in Table 7  

Score file: facet name and number available 

 
Score file: Expected value of the point-measure 
correlation always available for the Score file 

 



 

Bug Repairs  

Model= misread due to Unicode problem: 
In addition to ?,  also allowed are: ?? and $ 

Model = ?,?,?,R can malfunction with Unicode 
Use: 

Model = $,$,$,R 

Table 4 (unexpected responses) - Sort on 
displayed numerical values, not high precision 
values 
 

 

Table 5 (data summary) correction to d.f. 
computation for global fit test 

89: Data log-likelihood chi-square = 247.3983 

90: Approximate degrees of freedom = 2149 

91: Chi-square significance prob.  = .0000 

Subset reporting: Table 6.0.0 was not output. 
 
Subset reporting is added as an option in the 
“Output Tables”, “Table 6” dialog box. 

 

Table 8 for rating scales: correction to last line  of 
structure table. 

 

Output Table and Output file dialog boxes: 
Selecting “All” resets the other selections 
Table 7 selection 
Table 8 selection 
Score file selection  

Score file field selection box: 

 
Corrected to produce score file fields which match 
the selected fields 
 

 

Excel:  
some element labels misinterpreted by Excel as 
numbers or dates 

 

Crash with some out-of-scope file names Facets 3.65.0 failed at 14793:52 
 Bad file name or number 



Crash with some long or unobserved rating 

scales. 

 

Crash on graphing Poisson curves 

 

 


